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Welcome to October! This release brings fixes and improvements across TempWorks products along with tax

updates.

*Note* For Self-Hosted clients, it is essential that the latest migration scripts are applied.  Additional

information regarding these changes can be found within the Self-Hosted note at the bottom of this article.

Additional Updates

In Beyond

Fixed an error that would be received when adding four or more candidates to a job order.

Fixed a visual issue within the default NJ Employee Assignment Notice report (Beyond report viewer) where

characters and bullet points were appearing as “???”.

In Reports

Added “Date of Birth” column to the Washington Quarterly Mag Media file per requirements of the state of

Washington.

Created the new standard New York exemption IT-2104-E form titled “NY Withholding 2023 Exemption -

Default“:

This form is for employees who know they are exempt by falling in one of the two groups described on

the IT 2104 E form. If the form is completed, the postfill will set the state exemption to “99”.

Fixed an issue within the IL Equal Pay Export where the export was returning a separate line for each week

ending date.

Fixed a grouping issue within the Timeclock Raw Punch Log WebCenter default report.

In WebCenter

Fixed an issue where the “Vendor SSN/SIN Edit Mode“ config was not functioning as intended.

Tax Updates:

Completed the following tax updates:

Kentucky:

For Hanson, KY - Added local city tax of 1.5%.

For Hardin County Industrial District, KY - Added county tax of 1%.

New Jersey



Updated sales tax rate to 6.625%.

Ohio:

For Lakeview, OH - Decreased tax rate to 1%.

For Montgomery, OH - Taxes will be collected by RITA effective 10/1/23.

Pennsylvania

For Springfield Township, Montgomery, PA - Added an LST tax with a rate of $52 for PSD code

461601.

API Updates: (For Self-Hosted Clients)

Self-Hosted Notes:

For all self-hosted clients, TempWorks will be performing updates for the Login Server over the next several

releases.  As a result, it is required that Self-Hosted clients make sure to install all hotfixes related to this

release as soon as possible and not skip a release.

Login server changes for this release require a manual SQL migration script (20231006_self-

hosted_sql_migrations.ps1 from the TempWorks GitHub repository ) to be applied prior to upgrading services

using appropriate paths:

> powershell.exe -ExecutionPolicy Bypass -File .\20231006_self-hosted_sql_migrations.ps1

C:\ProgramData\TempWorks\config\login-server

Congratulations! You've made it to the end of the release notes. Like what you read?  Click the thumbs up below.

Related Articles

https://github.com/TempWorksSoftware/docker/blob/master/self-hosted/migrations/readme.md

